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Mutual ionization in 200-keV H−+He collisions
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We studied mutual ionization in 200-keV H−+He collisions in a kinematically complete experiment by
measuring the fully momentum-analyzed recoil ions and both active electrons in coincidence. Comparison of
the data to our calculations, based on various theoretical models, show that mutual ionization proceeds pre-
dominantly through the interaction between both electrons. The post-collision interaction between the outgoing
ejected electrons as well as higher order processes involving the interaction between the core of both collision
partners are also important.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.72.062709 PACS numbers: 34.50.Fa, 34.10.x
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen rapid progress in experimental
studies of ionization of light targets by swift ion impact.
Apart from early experiments at very low ion energies e.g.,
Ref. 1, in previous years measurements were mostly re-
stricted to total cross sections 2,3 and cross sections differ-
ential in ejected electron parameters 4,5. Cross sections dif-
ferential in projectile parameters are much more difficult to
measure because the scattering angles and energy losses are
usually of the order of or even smaller than the experimental
resolution i.e., the divergence and energy spread of the ion
beam. In fact, for fast heavy projectiles both quantities are
immeasurably small even using cold beams in ion cooler-
storage rings. As a result, even for proton impact the first
measured singly differential cross sections at large collision
energies as a function of the projectile scattering angle were
only obtained in the late 1980s 6. It took almost another
10 years before the first doubly differential cross sections in
solid angle and energy loss of the projectile were reported
7,8.
A major breakthrough, enabling much more detailed
studies of ionization processes by ion impact, was achieved
with the development of recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy
3,9,10. The cross sections as a function of the various
recoil-ion momenta provided valuable and complementary
information to those obtained from electron spectra on
the collision dynamics see e.g., Ref. 11. More impor-
tantly, by measuring the momentum-analyzed recoil-ions
and electrons in coincidence and deducing the scattered
projectile momentum from the conservation laws, kinemati-
cally complete experiments on single ionization became pos-
sible, essentially independently of the projectile mass and
velocity 12. The first measured fully differential single ion-
ization cross sections FDCS for ion impact were only re-
ported a few years ago 13. Since then, a large amount of
data in hitherto unexplored kinematical regimes on FDCS for
single ionization of He by ion impact has been generated
14–23.
The theoretical description of single ionization proved
to be much more problematic than was assumed prior to
these FDCS measurements. Especially the continuum
distorted wave-eikonal initial state CDW-EIS model was
very successful in predicting measured doubly differential
electron spectra even for very large perturbation  projectile
charge to velocity ratio Qp /vp 24, where the calculations
become increasingly difficult. However, the same model
failed dramatically in describing electron spectra as a
function of the projectile deflection 25 and, even more se-
verely, the FDCS for the same collision system
3.6 MeV/amu Au53++He 15. Most surprisingly, signifi-
cant discrepancies were found between experiment and
theory in the FDCS for very small  14, where even the
first Born approximation FBA was expected to provide an
adequate description. For electrons emitted into the scatter-
ing plane defined by the initial and scattered projectile
momenta the agreement was very good, but outside the scat-
tering plane large qualitative and quantitative discrepancies
were observed. Although several theoretical attempts have
been made to interpret these differences between theory and
experiment 26,27, no major progress has been achieved
until the present day.
By now a lot of experimental data on FDCS for single
ionization exist covering a broad range of different collision
systems and a broad regime of perturbations from =0.1 to
=4.4 in a.u., a value given in a.u. is measured relative to
the corresponding value of an electron in the ground state of
H. At this stage it therefore seems reasonable to turn to
somewhat more complex but not too complicated ioniza-
tion processes and to fully exploit the opportunities provided
by heavy particle projectiles compared to electrons, in order
to advance our understanding of collision-induced few-
particle quantum dynamics. One fundamental step forward is
to study double ionization of the target atom, where electron-
electron correlations must be taken into account. Here, some
nearly fully differential data already exist 28,29. Another
important step is to investigate mutual ionization of both
collision partners, whereby two-center effects can be studied.
Although this process is more complicated than double ion-
ization in that it requires a structured projectile, one impor-
tant advantage is that the mutual ionization can proceed
through a single interaction between the two electrons to be
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ionized, while double ionization requires at least two inter-
actions. In that sense mutual ionization is the more simple
process.
For mutual ionization, like in the case of pure target ion-
ization, multiple differential data became only available quite
recently 30,31, following numerous experimental and the-
oretical total cross section studies see references in Refs.
30,31. First angular distributions for electrons ejected into
the scattering plane were reported a few years ago for
3.6 MeV/amu C2++He collisions 32. As in the earlier in-
vestigations mentioned above, the most important question
which was addressed in that work was to what extent the
mutual ionization process proceeds through the interaction
between the two active electrons and to what extent this par-
ticular reaction channel can be separated from other mutual
ionization mechanisms. Since the reaction channel involving
the electron-electron interaction constitutes a first-order pro-
cess, as mentioned above, one might expect it to be more
important than a second-order mechanism in which both
electrons are ionized independently by an interaction with
the core of the other collision partner. Indeed, a pronounced
angular correlation between both ejected electrons, demon-
strating a strong interaction between them, was observed in
certain kinematical regimes. In other regimes, the angular
correlation between the electron ejected by one collision
partner and the core of the other partner, which is indicative
for the second-order process mentioned above, was more
pronounced. Furthermore, the angular distributions of the
electrons ejected from the ionic projectile into the scattering
plane in such an e ,2e-like process revealed the typical fea-
tures routinely observed in the FDCS for single ionization of
light atoms by free electron impact, although the data were
integrated over all electron energies and momentum trans-
fers.
In the work presented in this paper, we have advanced
multiple differential studies on mutual ionization to a colli-
sion system, namely 200-keV H−+He, which should behave
quite differently from the one investigated in Ref. 32 in
several aspects. First, the binding energy of the projectile
electron is much smaller 0.7 eV compared to 48 eV in C2+.
Thus, it is expected that we systematically approach a situa-
tion characteristic for free electron impact. Second, in a mu-
tual ionization process the projectile becomes neutralized.
Therefore, one might expect that both electrons get ejected
without being affected by any post-collision interaction
PCI with the outgoing projectile. On the other hand, one
cannot rule out the possibility that the ejected electrons are
mostly affected by a PCI with only one of the charged par-
ticles which initially were constituents of the H− ion. Then
the question is whether the data will show the characteristics
of the attractive PCI between the projectile nucleus and the
target electron or of the repulsive PCI between both ejected
electrons. Third, since the perturbation is roughly twice as
large =0.35 as in the previous experiment, higher-order
effects should be significantly more important and can be
explored in detail. All of these aspects are addressed in this
work.
EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed at the Max-Planck-Institut
für Kernphysik in Heidelberg. An H− beam was generated
with a Duoplasmatron ion source and accelerated to
200 keV. The projectile beam was crossed with a very cold
T1 K neutral He beam from a supersonic gas jet with a
density of about 1011 atoms/cm2. The projectiles which were
neutralized in the collision and which were selected by de-
flecting the charged beam components out using a magnet
were detected by a channel plate detector. The recoil ions
and the ionized electrons were extracted in the longitudinal
direction defined by the initial projectile direction by a
weak electric field of 2.3 V/cm. A uniform magnetic field of
20 G confined the transverse motion of the electrons so that
all electrons with a transverse momentum of less than 3 a.u.
were guided onto the detector. The momentum vectors of the
recoil ions and the ejected electrons as well as the recoil ion
charge state were determined by using position sensitive de-
tectors and time-of-flight techniques, where a fast signal
from the projectile detector served as a timing reference. The
momentum resolutions depend on the momenta themselves
and therefore averaged values are provided. In the longitudi-
nal direction, defined by the projectile beam axis z direc-
tion, they are 0.2 a.u. and 0.1 a.u. for the recoil ion and for
the electrons, respectively. In the direction of the jet expan-
sion y direction, the corresponding numbers are 0.3 a.u.
and 0.2 a.u. and for the x direction 0.2 a.u. and 0.1, respec-
tively in all cases the full width at half-maximum, FWHM,
is provided.
For each mutual ionization event both electrons were de-
tected simultaneously with a single detector employing a
multihit technique deadtime 10 ns. It should be noted
that since one electron is emitted from the moving projectile
frame and one from the target frame at rest, their time of
flight is in most cases very different. As a result, losses due
to the multihit-deadtime are not as critical as in double ion-
ization experiments using this method. The momentum of
the neutralized projectiles was determined from momentum
conservation. From the electron momenta it is straightfor-
ward to calculate the emission angles.
THEORY
In order to describe the H−-He collisions we use the first
Born approximation FBA in the projectile-target interac-
tion. Both the projectile and the target are assumed to have
just one active electron. Since the FBA is a first-order treat-
ment, here mutual ionization can only proceed through an
interaction between these active electrons. The initial and
final states of the active electron in helium are obtained by
solving numerically the Schrödinger equation for a spheri-
cally symmetric Hartree-Fock potential. The initial and final
states of the active electron in H− were found by solving the
Schrödinger equation for a Yukawa-type potential used to
model the short-range force experienced by the active elec-
tron in H−, which is a common approach to model H− 33.
In addition, in order to get some insight into how the short-
range nature of the binding force in H− can influence the
collision process we also performed calculations in which
the H− was replaced by a hydrogenlike ion with an effective
nuclear charge of 0.235 a.u. which has the ground state en-
ergy equal to the binding energy of H−.
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Besides the first order consideration, briefly discussed
above, the longitudinal spectrum of electrons emitted from
helium in collisions with H− was considered using the con-
tinuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state CDW-EIS ap-
proximation 34. This was done by assuming that this spec-
trum which is obtained for mutual ionization events is
similar to that produced in single ionization of helium by
antiprotons having the same collision velocity as the H− ions.
In the CDW-EIS approach the final state of the colliding
effective three-body system is approximated by a product
of three two-body Coulomb wave functions. The initial
state is also represented by a product of three two-body
states in which, however, the actual Coulomb wave functions
for the corresponding two-body continuum states are re-
placed by their asymptotic eikonal form. Higher-order ef-
fects are accounted for in both the initial and final state. In
particular, effects due to PCI, which we will discuss in some
detail in the next section, are included in our CDW-EIS
calculations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Longitudinal electron momentum spectra
We start the presentation of the results by analyzing the
longitudinal electron momentum spectra. These are shown
for the target electrons open symbols and projectile elec-
trons closed symbols in Fig. 1. It should be noted that in
the experiment we cannot really distinguish from which col-
lision partner an electron was ejected. For simplicity, we re-
fer to the slower faster electron as the target projectile
electron. Inspecting the spectrum for the target electrons, we
note a striking similarity to those obtained for pure target
ionization by highly charged ion impact like, e.g.,
3.6 MeV/amu Se28+, 100 MeV/amu C6+, or 1 GeV/amu
U92+ 35–37. In particular, we find a pronounced cusp
shape peaked approximately at pez =0. Furthermore, a
forward-backward asymmetry is seen, i.e., the positive-
momenta wing of the peak extends to larger momenta than
the negative-momenta wing. Such a shape is quite character-
istic for ionization by fast highly charged ion impact, where
it is usually explained in terms of an attractive PCI. It is
therefore tempting to interpret the present spectrum by a PCI
between the projectile nucleus and the outgoing target elec-
tron. However, an analysis of theoretical spectra, which we
will present in the following, leads to a completely different
conclusion.
The triangle-dashed curve in Fig. 1 shows our FBA cal-
culation on mutual ionization in which the H− projectile is
described by the Yukawa potential FBA-Y. The cross sec-
tions are presented in arbitrary units and all calculations are
normalized to approximately match the magnitude of the
data in the maxima. Large discrepancies to the experimental
data are quite obvious. In particular, the results of the calcu-
lation are significantly shifted in the forward direction com-
pared to the data. However, this shift is not due to any PCI
with the projectile since this calculation represents a first-
order treatment. Rather, the shift can be explained by the
relatively large longitudinal component of the momentum
transfer qz, which is approximately given by qz=Ep /vp
where Ep and vp are the projectile energy loss and veloc-
ity, respectively. Since in a first-order treatment the elec-
trons roughly follow the momentum transfer, this relatively
large positive value of qz is also reflected in the longitudinal
electron spectra.
In contrast, the CDW-EIS calculation for pure target ion-
ization, where the H− projectile is treated as an antiproton
solid curve in Fig. 1, reproduces the cusp shape and the
forward-backward asymmetry observed in the data very well.
However, here again, this shape cannot be explained by an
attractive PCI because there is no positively charged con-
stituent in the projectile. Instead it appears that it can be
described in terms of a combination of the above described
forward shift due to the relatively large qz and a backward
shift due to a repulsive PCI with the antiproton projectile. To
illustrate this, we also show in Fig. 1 the FBA for pure target
ionization cross-dashed curve and a CDW-EIS calculation
dashed curve, both for proton impact. Qualitatively, the
FBA calculation looks very similar to the FBA-Y results for
mutual ionization, except that the forward shift relative to the
data is somewhat smaller. In contrast, the CDW-EIS calcula-
tion for proton impact is shifted even more in the forward
direction, which is due to the attractive PCI with a positively
charged proton projectile. In the CDW-EIS calculation for
antiproton, on the other hand, the repulsive PCI counteracts
the forward shift due to qz. The present analysis therefore
provides strong evidence that in the data the repulsive PCI
with the projectile electrons in the calculation modeled as an
antiproton projectile is not compensated by the attractive
PCI with the projectile nucleus, although the projectile got
neutralized in the collision.
For the projectile electrons, we observe a more complex
structure in the longitudinal momentum spectrum. Apart
FIG. 1. Longitudinal electron momentum spectra for the target
electrons open symbols and projectile electrons closed symbols.
The arrow indicates the projectile speed vp. Triangle-dashed curves,
FBA for mutual ionization with Yukawa potential for H−; solid
curve, CDW-EIS for pure target ionization by antiproton impact;
cross-dashed curve, FBA for pure target ionization by proton im-
pact; dashed curve, CDW-EIS for pure target ionization by proton
impact.
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from the main peak at about 2.3 a.u., we also find a “bump”
which starts approximately at the projectile velocity vp
=2.83 a.u. indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1. It should be
noted that the uncertainty in the calibration gets larger with
increasing longitudinal momentum pez and reaches about
0.1 a.u. at pez =vp. If the mutual ionization proceeds pre-
dominantly by the electron-electron interaction, the energy to
overcome the initial binding of both electrons must be pro-
vided by the projectile electron in the target rest frame. In
this first-order process, the total ionization potential of both
electrons 25.3 eV therefore leads to a change in the longi-
tudinal projectile electron momentum from initially 2.83 a.u.
to at least 2.48 a.u., which is consistent with the location of
the main peak. It is then tempting, but, as we will show
below, premature, to associate the “bump” with a higher-
order process in which each electron is ejected due to an
interaction with the core of the other collision partner. There,
the energy to overcome the ionization potential is provided
by the H0 core and the longitudinal projectile electron mo-
mentum spectrum dominated by low-energy electrons in the
projectile frame should be peaked approximately at vp.
Again, our theoretical analysis leads to a different
conclusion.
The triangle-dashed curve shows our FBA-Y calculation
for mutual ionization. Although the small-momentum wing
of the main peak is overestimated, overall the data are quali-
tatively well reproduced. Most importantly, the “bump” near
vp is very well described. In this model, the mutual ioniza-
tion process can only proceed through the electron-electron
interaction. Therefore, the comparison between the data and
the FBA-Y strongly suggests that the “bump” is not due to
the higher-order process discussed above.
In order to understand the origin of the “bump” in the
FBA-Y calculation it is helpful to analyze the calculated en-
ergy spectrum of the projectile electrons in the projectile
frame, which is shown in Fig. 2. The solid curve is an FBA
calculation for H-like projectiles FBA-H and the dashed
curve shows the FBA-Y results. Both models show a strong
minimum at an electron energy Ee=0, which is much more
pronounced in the FBA-Y calculation. For the target ioniza-
tion, in contrast, the energy spectrum not shown in Fig. 2 is
almost flat near Ee=0 and continuously drops thereafter. Two
factors contribute to this minimum, first, in the FBA-H as
well as the FBA-Y calculation the projectile electron must
provide a minimum longitudinal momentum transfer in order
to overcome the ionization potential of both electrons. In the
projectile frame, this means that the electron is accelerated
from rest to some minimum velocity, i.e., energies around
Ee=0 are suppressed. Second, in the FBA-Y an additional
suppression of Ee0 occurs due to the short-range nature of
the Yukawa potential. For systems bound by a long-range
Coulomb potential, d /dEe approaches a constant limit as Ee
goes to zero. In contrast, for systems bound by a short-range
potential d /dEeEe
1/2+l l=0,1 , . . .  leading to a minimum
in the energy spectrum at Ee=0. An energy Ee=0 in the
projectile frame corresponds to an electron speed equal to vp
in the target frame. The “bump” in the longitudinal projectile
electron momentum spectrum near vp can therefore be ex-
plained by a suppression of the cross sections at vp rather
than by an enhancement above vp.
The reasonable agreement of the FBA-Y calculation with
the experimental longitudinal projectile electron momentum
spectrum suggests that here PCI effects are not very impor-
tant, in contrast to the target electron spectrum. A possible
explanation for this “broken symmetry” between the projec-
tile and target ionization is the different charge states of the
outgoing residual heavy collision partners. If the ejected tar-
get electrons are affected by a PCI with the ejected projectile
electrons, the same PCI must also be acting on the ejected
projectile electrons. However, the projectile electrons are
also subject to a PCI with the positively charged residual
recoil ion, which may to a large extent counteract the PCI
with the ejected target electron. In contrast, the residual pro-
jectile is neutral after the mutual ionization process so that a
corresponding compensation of the electron-electron PCI
may not occur for the ejected target electrons. A more com-
plete description of the projectile electron spectra would
have to account for both types of PCI simultaneously. How-
ever, this would require at least a four-body treatment two
ejected electrons and the two residual heavy particles using
realistic potentials for both collision partners e.g., Hartree-
Fock for the target and Yukawa for the projectile, which is
currently not feasible.
FIG. 2. Energy spectrum of the ejected projectile electrons in
the projectile rest frame calculated with the FBA for H-like ion
impact solid curve and with the FBA describing H− by a Yukawa
potential dashed curve.
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In summarizing the longitudinal electron momentum
spectra we ascertain that especially the projectile electron
spectrum suggest that the mutual ionization proceeding
through the electron-electron interaction dominates over the
higher-order process in which each electron is ejected by an
interaction with the core of the other collision partner. How-
ever, this does not mean that higher-order contributions are
generally unimportant. On the contrary, the target electron
spectrum can only be reproduced if the repulsive PCI with
the projectile electron is accounted for, i.e., higher-order ef-
fects in the electron-electron interaction are important. Nev-
ertheless, it is remarkable how much detail, especially in the
projectile electron spectrum, is readily reproduced by a first-
order calculation.
Angular distributions in the azimuthal plane
In order to investigate the dynamics of mutual ionization
in the transverse direction, i.e., in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis, we analyzed the azimuthal angular distribu-
tions of the various particles involved in the collision, which
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The arrows indicated in the azimuthal
plane, which is the plane perpendicular to the initial H− pro-
jectile momentum vector, are the projections of the final-state
momentum vectors of the various collision fragments into
that plane. In Fig. 4 the angle between both ejected electrons
e-e here and in the following all angles refer to the projec-
tions of the momentum vectors shown in Fig. 3 is plotted
versus the angle between the target electron and the H0 core
of the projectile et-H. Earlier, Kollmus et al. 32 demon-
strated that for fast positively charged ion impact the first-
order mechanism proceeding through the electron-electron
interaction leads to a 180° peak in e-e, nearly independent
of et-H i.e., to a horizontal line in Fig. 4. Likewise, the
mechanism proceeding through an interaction of each elec-
tron with the core of the other collision partner leads to a
vertical line. Neither of these lines is observed in the present
case. Instead we find the intensity accumulating along lines
oriented at an angle of 45° relative to each axis, for which
e-e-et-H=180°. Essentially the same behavior is found if
et-H is replaced by the angle between the projectile electron
and the recoil ion ep-rec.
From geometry it can be seen that e-e-et-H=180° is
equivalent to ep-H=180°, where ep-H is the angle between
the projectile electron and the H0 core. Likewise, the angle
between the target electron and the recoil ion et-rec has a
maximum at 180°. Indeed, if e-e is plotted versus et-rec
Fig. 5a or versus ep-H Fig. 5b, respectively, strong
maxima in et-rec and especially in ep-H at 180° are ob-
served. This shows that the internal correlation between each
electron and its respective parent atom is stronger than the
correlation between the two electrons or between each elec-
tron and the core of the other collision partner.
Applying the analysis of Kollmus et al. 32 to Figs. 4 and
5 it is not immediately clear whether these plots support the
conclusion drawn from the longitudinal spectra that mutual
ionization proceeds predominantly through the electron-
electron interaction. In order to address this question in more
detail, in Figs. 5c and 5d the theoretical counterparts of
Figs. 5a and 5b are shown. These plots are calculated
using the FBA-Y model. In the case of the target electrons
Figs. 5a and 5c, the qualitative agreement between ex-
periment and theory is amazingly good. This shows that in
spite of the lack of a horizontal line the data of Fig. 4 are
FIG. 3. Schematic sketch of the collision geometry. The rect-
angle indicates the azimuthal plane, which is the plane perpendicu-
lar to the initial H− projectile momentum pp0. The other arrows
indicate the momentum vectors of the various collision fragments
projected into the azimuthal plane. Some of the angles plotted in
Figs. 4–6 are shown.
FIG. 4. The angle between both ejected electrons e-e versus the
angle between the target electron and the H0 core of the projectile
et-H in the azimuthal plane.
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consistent with the electron-electron interaction predomi-
nantly leading to mutual ionization. Furthermore, for the tar-
get electrons these cross sections are apparently not very
strongly affected by higher-order effects, which are quite im-
portant to qualitatively describe the longitudinal momentum
spectrum of the target electrons.
The pattern observed in Fig. 5a can now be explained in
terms of a three-body correlation between the two ejected
electrons and the residual He+ ion. The correlation between
the target electron and the He+ ion originates already from
the initial state. Since the entire target atom is initially at rest,
at any given instant the electron momentum in the ground
state must be compensated by the He+ momentum, i.e., they
always move back-to-back. The correlation between the two
electrons is due to the mutual ionization process through the
electron-electron interaction, in which some momentum qe is
exchanged between the electrons. If their momentum in the
initial bound states pe0 is small compared to qe, after this
interaction the electrons must move apart under a mutual
angle of 180°. If, on the other hand, qepe0 then the initial
state correlation between the target electron and the recoil
ion survives leading to a 180° peak in et-rec. Figure 5a
suggests that mutual ionization is dominated by relatively
small qe.
For the projectile electrons the agreement between theory
and experiment is much worse. While the data are dominated
by a nearly vertical line at ep-H=180° in the calculation
most of the intensity accumulates along a nearly horizontal
line at e-e=180°. It appears that in the data the internal
correlation in H− is at least as important as in He while in the
calculation the correlation in He is much stronger. Further-
more, the calculation seems to underestimate the internal
correlation in the H− projectile relative to the correlation be-
tween the two ejected electrons. The comparison between the
data for the projectile and target electrons is surprising be-
cause the ionization potential for H− 0.7 eV is much
smaller than for He 24.6 eV. Intuitively, one might there-
fore expect the Compton profile in He to be significantly
FIG. 5. The angle between both ejected electrons e-e versus the angle between the target electron and the He+ recoil ion et-rec panel
a and versus the angle between the projectile electron and the projectile core ep-H panel b in the azimuthal plane. Panels c and d
show the corresponding theoretical spectra calculated with the FBA using the Yukawa potential for H−.
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broader than in H−. Therefore, the condition for a stronger
internal correlation pe0qe should be easier to satisfy for
He.
This comparison between the projectile and target elec-
trons is currently not fully understood, however, there are
some factors which may provide qualitative explanations.
First, the Compton profile for H− is not as narrow as sug-
gested by the ionization potential. It should be kept in mind
that the electrons of the ground state are indistinguishable.
Therefore, for an estimate of the width of the Compton pro-
file the average binding energy per electron is more relevant
than the ionization potential, which is for H− only a factor 5
smaller than for He compared to a factor 30 for the ioniza-
tion potentials 38. As a result, the Compton profile of H−
is only by about a factor of 2.4 narrower than the one of He.
It is underestimated by our calculation because it models the
H− projectile as a one-electron system with a binding energy
of 0.75 eV instead of an average binding energy of 7.2 eV.
Furthermore, a test calculation, using a Yukawa potential cor-
responding to a binding energy of 7.2 eV, shows that the
visible signatures of the internal correlation in H− not only
become stronger with increasing binding energy in the pro-
jectile, but at the same time the apparent internal correlation
in He becomes weaker. This can be understood as follows:
the larger binding energy in H− means that in the projectile
frame the target electron needs to transfer an increased mo-
mentum to the projectile electron in the mechanism proceed-
ing through the electron-electron interaction. But this also
means that the momentum transfer from the projectile elec-
tron to the target electron in the target frame is increased as
well. Therefore, with increasing binding energy in the pro-
jectile the requirement for a visible signature of the internal
correlation in the target pe0	qe is increasingly difficult to
satisfy.
Another reason for the discrepancies between theory and
experiment could be higher-order effects. The longitudinal
electron momentum spectra show that for the target electrons
the PCI with the projectile electron is quite important. It is
conceivable that for the projectile electrons the transverse
momenta are more sensitive to the PCI than the longitudinal
component, which would explain why the calculation repro-
duces the longitudinal spectrum better than the angular dis-
tribution of Fig. 5b. Furthermore, other types of higher-
order processes, e.g., those involving an interaction between
the cores of both collision partners, may be important. To test
the role of this interaction, in Fig. 6 et-rec is plotted versus
the angle between the recoil ion and the H0 core H-rec. So
far, the strongest correlation we have discussed is the
one between each electron and its parent atom. Figure 6
shows that the correlation between the two cores is even
stronger because there is more intensity near the vertical
line with H-rec=180° than near the horizontal line with
et-rec=180°. Apparently, in the azimuthal plane a consider-
able momentum exchange during the collision occurs be-
tween the two cores.
Although the H−+He system contains only six particles it
is already too complex to discuss even qualitatively what
impact higher-order effects may have on the angular distri-
butions of Figs. 4–6. Comprehensive calculations, including
a realistic potential for the H− projectile as well as the vari-
ous higher-order effects discussed in this paper, are currently
not feasible.
CONCLUSIONS
We have experimentally and theoretically studied mutual
ionization in 200 keV H−+He collisions. The longitudinal
electron momentum spectra are consistent with a mechanism
which proceeds through the electron-electron interaction
dominating the ejection of both electrons. However, qualita-
tive agreement with our calculations is only achieved if
higher-order contributions in that interaction are accounted
for. In the azimuthal angular distributions we find qualitative
agreement for the target ionization between the measured
data and our first-order calculation. For the projectile ioniza-
tion, in contrast, large discrepancies are observed.
The poor agreement between our first-order calculation
and the experimental data for the angular distributions in the
azimuthal plane for the projectile electrons are probably
partly due to higher-order effects. Those involving an inter-
action between the cores of both collision partners seem to
be particularly strong. However, the most important factor
appears to be a high sensitivity of these angular distributions
to the momentum distribution in the initial projectile state.
Given the small ionization potential of H− one could easily
be misguided to assume that the initial momentum distribu-
tion is relatively narrow. However, a better parameter relat-
ing to the momentum distribution is the average binding en-
ergy per electron, which is 10 times larger than the ionization
potential. More importantly, for a short-range Yukawa poten-
tial the momentum distribution is significantly broader than
for a long-range potential.
FIG. 6. The angle between the target electron and the He+ recoil
ion et-rec versus the angle between the recoil ion and the H
0 core
H-rec in the azimuthal plane.
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In order to shed more light on the dynamics of mutual
ionization, experimental and theoretical studies of the FDCS
are needed. These cross sections provide the most sensitive
tests of theoretical models. Furthermore, the FDCS inte-
grated over the momentum components of one electron and
presented for the other electron triply differential cross sec-
tions, TDCS can be directly compared to FDCS for pure
target ionization by charged particle impact. Such studies are
presently in progress.
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